Nearly 600 apply for Free University

Today is the last day for registration at the Free University, with applicants to date totaling nearly 600.

Nearly 600 apply commented. The chairmen of the University Council Steering Committee gave his support yesterday to placing undergraduates on committees. "Students could be of great assistance to the University," he declared. "We should not be discouraged as anyone else." he commented.

Chances are that nearly 600 applicants will sit on Council committees. Dr. Charles Price, former chairman of the chemistry department and a member of the steering committee, commented that he was "very favorably inclined towards the proposal."

"I think there are many cases where it would be useful and desirable for students to sit on committees of the Council," he remarked. "It is very important, however, that the students who sit on this committee represent a broad range of interests and are able to consider the University in a comprehensive way. If students like that can be chosen, I think it will be very good."

"I also think it is very good that students are involved in the problems of the University to support this idea," he said.

Dr. Julius Wiener, chairman of the Faculty Senate last year and another steering Committee member, said he would have no comment until the actual proposals were brought before the Steering Committee.

(Continued on page 5)

Husted selected for school committee

Theodore H. Husted, vice dean of the Law School, is one of 12 Philadelphia educators and industrialists named to a committee designed to increase cooperation between Philadelphia public and parochial schools.

Although the committee has not yet met, Husted sees its purpose as determining the degree of cooperation which can exist between public and parochial schools without violating state or federal regulations.

One problem of church-state relations and separation, he said, is finding what actions can be taken which are neither forbidden nor required by law.

Some public school teachers of art and music are teaching Philadelphia public schools without violating state or federal regulations.

The committee's first step is the establishment of a "committee of Philadelphia public schools." The committee's second step is the establishment of a "committee of Philadelphia parochial schools.

The committee's third step is the establishment of a "committee of Philadelphia public and parochial schools."

NOTICES WEDNESDAY

Notices will be on Wednesday to those women who will not be able to obtain rooms immediately. The students will be shown the available spaces and allowed to choose their own. Ledwell said. The remaining commuters will then get their numbers for the rest of the year and be given "rooms as vacancies come up," he said.

"Because they get a room this year does not mean they will get a room next year," Ledwell added.

THEODORE HUSTED

(Continued on page 5)

Univ. officials support students on committees

By STEPHEN MARMON
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Campus events

OFFICIAL NOTICES
DORMITIES: Notice to all freshmen and transfer commuting women - A limited number of spaces in food contract dorms are now open. If interested come to dorm office, 37th and Spruce, Monday or Tuesday between 9 and 5.

PRE-LAW: Professor Boggs of Dickinson School of Law will interview pre-law students. Monday October 9, 10 p.m. to 6 p.m., pre-law students -- especially seniors -- are invited to see Dr. Cooper, DE-46, to make an appointment for an interview with Professor Boggs.

CAMPUS AGENDA
CATACOMBS: The Underground, a satirical revue, performances tonight at 9:15, Fridays at 9:15 and 11:30. Enter via Rm. 206 College Hall.

EXHIBITION: Graphics by March Chagali, Philanthropist Art Gallery, Fourth floor, Here Building, Monday to Friday, 2-4 through October 15.

FOLK DANCE CLUB: International Open House, co-sponsored by Christian Association, tomorrow, 5:30 p.m.

Do You Want To Know More About:

The University Placement Service in Cooperation With General Electric Company

invite you to participate in individual counseling sessions (an opportunity to “talk it over” with an expert in the field with no obligation)

Sign up NOW for interviews in Room 210 Logan Hall

INTERVIEW DATES
OCTOBER 11 & 12
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Wharton School announces new Dean's List

The Wharton School announced this week its Dean's List for the 1967-68 academic year. Two hundred and forty-two are on the list. The members of the class of '67 include:


Alan S. Wetz, Richard S. Woodside and Gail Y. Yashgar.

Those from the class of '68 include:


First Choice Of The Engageables

They like the smart styling and the perfect color diamond ... a brilliant gem of fine color and modern cut. The name, Keepsake, in your ring or watch as an eternal commitment. Select yours at your Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."
One enlightened legislator proposed at Monday night's UPSG meeting that the University should take steps to secure the posterners of at least one panel of the Immortal Fine Arts Building construction wall.

The assemblyman's point is well-taken. The wall has played too important a part in the University's recent history to be coldly relegated next month to a contractor's trash heap.

For all his Ivy League background, Rockefeller is not an intruder born to privilege. What he does not admit to being brainwashed.

From pithy aphorisms about grass and trees, it was but a short step to the whole range of fundamental educational, spiritual, social, and political questions. It soon became abundantly clear that the Wall had been ordained in some place on high to be the real syneteh of what was happening at the University.

Now the Wall must come down. But hopefully only to move to some other, more convenient location. For the Wall is part of Pennsylvania and part of Pennsylvania must be preserved.

MARK LIEBERMAN

The most recent word out of New York is that Nelson Rockefeller has decided to allow his name to be submitted to the Republican National Convention next summer as the favorite son candidate of the Empire State.

If this turns out to be a public stunt to make Jacob Javits, New York's junior senator, who was to receive the designation, look foolish, then the name was secured by the most recent national polls which show New York Governor Rockefeller as the overwhelming favorite son candidate against Lyndon Johnson.

Rockefeller, of course, is thinking of being nominated as the favorite son candidate. Rockefeller has dropped out of presidential politics by his own choice, after the discomfitting loss of Javits. Javits let it be known that he was not too happy about a second presidential bid by his governor.

A favorite son nomination means very little. As Javits himself has said, the only purpose it serves is to give the state delegation more maneuverability at the Convention. Translating this into more practical terms, New York delegates will be positioning themselves as prime recipients of delegate slots or whatever else a presidential hopeful can pull out of his hat.

Rockefeller, of course, is standing on a depth of history and tradition. If he wants it for New York and New York won't have it, he can always think of the Bank of England.

Rockefeller's decision was widely expected. In 1963, his creaking steps could be understood as the start of an era when Nelson Rockefeller was the type of man which the University's recent history to be coldly relegated next month to a contractor's trash heap.
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Penn Rhodes Scholar returns to teach creative writing

At college he was a top student and a basketball star. For some years, he was the only African-American in the basketball team. He has written a first novel which the New York Times Book Review section described as "tight, compact and shining with verbal and dramatic skill."

John Wideman is a Rhodes Scholar in his own right. He has written several novels and a memoir, "Come on, Come on, Come on," which was a finalist for the National Book Award.

For the past few years, Wideman has taught a course on the writing of fiction at the University of Pennsylvania. He has been a visiting professor at several other universities, including the University of California, Berkeley.

During his time here, he has taught courses on the writing of fiction, the novel, and the short story. He has also given guest lectures on the history of the novel and the short story.

Wideman has received numerous awards for his work, including the National Book Award for Fiction and the PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction.

He has also been a recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship and a MacArthur Fellowship.

In his future plans, Wideman hopes to continue to teach and write, and to continue to explore the possibilities of the short story and the novel.

He is currently working on a new novel, which he hopes to finish within the next year.

If you would like to learn more about John Wideman and his work, you can visit his website at www.johnwideman.com.
"By George" is by George, by George

By JIM MORROW

"By George" is a play on words.

The title of the present production at the Theatre of the Living Arts indicates not only the popular English expression but the fact that the script is derived entirely from the writings of George Bernard Shaw.

"By George" is also a play on words because Shaw was a master of them. His reviews, letters, diaries, speeches and interviews have provided Michael Voss with a wealth of material from which to extract this three-act excursion through half a century of Shaw's life as music critic, drama reviewer, playwright, husband, lover, philosopher, and professional genius.

The fact that "By George" is indeed a play and not a reading has received questionable emphasis in the publicity for the show. The production would, in fact, probably be more satisfactory as a reading. Max Adrian is a charming and convincing Shaw, but he is also an actor, one of the few things Shaw was not. As a result the audience is consistently given a dramatic performance of material which was intended to be either read or delivered oratorically.

The problem is most clearly illustrated by a sequence in the second act dealing with Shaw's vituperative notice of a Conan Doyle play. In the process of acting out the review, Adrian of necessity commits every theatrical sin that Shaw hated.

"By George" does succeed in capturing the essential spirit of Shaw's cantankerous humor and in conveying an over-view of his more than full life. Besides being a play on words, "By George" is a play on religion, sex, politics, women, drama, and nearly every other issue which Shaw became involved in. The subtle changes in temperament and the not-so-subtle changes in make-up which Adrian assumes as the play progresses through the stages of Shaw's career add up to a wholly commendable characterization.

Shaw once said that "My honest opinion of Bernard Shaw is that he is my most successful work of fiction." "By George" is far from a posthumous refutation of this contention. But while the play is only faithfully delightful, it is worth seeing simply because anything from a writer like Shaw, whether it's a play or a grocery list, damages to have the touch of an artist who, as he himself put it, "had learned his job and knew how to do it."

The Norelco Tripleheader. The closest, fastest, most comfortable shaver on wheels.

On campus. On-off switch.

It also has three Norelco Microgroove™ shaving heads to shave you 35% closer. So close, we dare to match shaves with a blade. But comfortable too, because the Norelco rotary blades shave without a nick or a pinch while the floating heads swing over the hills and valleys of your face. And there's a pop-up trimmer to give you an edge on your sideburns.

Now there's a Rechargeable Tripleheader Speedshaver™. It works with or without a cord. And delivers twice as many shaves per charge as any other rechargeable.

The closest, fastest, most comfortable electric shave.

Two great Tripleheaders with more features than any other shavers on the market.

**Invite You To The New (SUB) - Committee PENN'S Free Nightclub IN HOUSTON HALL FRESHMAN COMMONS ON Friday, October 6 10:00 PM - 1:00 AM THE THRILLERS Dancing**
BUSINESS CONCLAVE SET

As an international business group for foreign students interested in American management positions will hold a conference today and tomorrow at Fairmount Park. Fifty to sixty student representatives from 25 university chapters in the Association of International Exchange for Students in Economics and Commerce (AIESCE), will meet for two days of discussions, luncheons, and parties at the fall Mid-Atlantic regional conference.

According to the president of the Wharton School chapter, Florida Oyvayrer, AIESCE is continuing with a training management apprenticeship for foreign business students.

Conference discussions will center on "Local Committee (LC) organization, solicitation strategies, reception activities, inter-LC relations, and techniques for fund-raising drives," said Oyvayrer.

Registration, followed by a general meeting, is 7:30 to 8:30 P.M., today in the main lobby of Dietrich Hall.

SCUE issues copies of its 1966 report

The Student Committee for Undergraduate Education (SCUE) will issue copies today of its original report, published in the spring of 1966, to all freshmen. The report will be placed in mailboxes.

The SCUE report is an evaluation of education at the university, and includes specific suggestions for education reform. The report was researched and compiled by students.

"We hope that freshmen will read our report and come to our open meeting with suggestions for future programs," said David Bloomgarden, a College senior and SCUE member, said.

DEAN'S LIST

(Continued from page 3)

James W. Westerl, Irwin D. Weisaksy and Jay T. Wiburn, 3rd.

Those from the class of '70 on the list includes:


Robert N. Kavels, Jerrod B. Katman, Charles F. Katman and the SWARTHMORE COLLEGE CHOIR

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1967 • 8:30 P.M.

"Prof. Schickele introduced works which have set music back several hundred years..."

-S. HURON presents

MEN AND WOMEN DAY OR NIGHT WORK

Yellow Cab Company of Philadelphia has openings for part-time drivers. Here is an opportunity for pleasant, interesting outdoor work with good savings.

Over the years thousands of college students have driven Yellow Cabs to add their financial needs. Qualifications: 21 years of age, current Penna. Driver's License, proof of driver's license for 2 years. Apply

YELLOW CAB COMPANY
Employment Office 1525 South 13th Street Monday through Saturday—10 A.M. to 8 P.M. Friday and Sunday—2 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Penn hosts Brown as Ivy campaign opens

BY STEVE NUTTER

The Ivy League injuries suffered last week against Lehigh, coupled with the emergence of a new coaching staff, make this Saturday's 1967 Ivy League debut for both the Bruins and the Quakers a tussle closer than usual.

The three Red and Blue grodders absent from the starting lineup against Brown, will be left defensive end John Martin, left offensive guard John McCarron and Martinich's substitute in the Leigh goalie, Charles Ketchey.

According to Penn coach Bob Odell, "Firstie was doing a job last week when he was injured, but badly twirled his ankle on the last play of the game. Against Brown, we will alternate sophomore Craig Cameron and Mike Chowaerts at the left defensive end spot."

Chowaerts usually plays behind captain Wes Scovannes as a defensive tackle, but his transition to outside linebacker caused no worry or alarm for Odell. "Chowaerts looks like a layhawker, back, and go in and hit people," quoted the Penn coach.

Defensively the Quakers will be without the services of McGraw, who will see no action for approximately three weeks, according to Odell. In place of the injured junior guard, Odell will go with Ron Fryrear and Wayne Anderson.

Although not as serious as these three line injuries, another problem faces Odell in a lack of depth at tailback. Both replacements for starter Charlie Knowlton - Bill Sfathome and Bob Mahanek - are out for the time being and as a result, the Penn mentor has had to do a bit of shuffling in his backfield.

"We are now working George Burrell," states Odell, "at tailback, as well as at his usual wingback position, while Edward Knowlton will be left defensive end John Mar-...".

The Quakers more than hold their own in the passing, and also gained considerable chunks of yardage on the ground against Lehigh with the "494" and "509" offensive series as termed by coach Odell.

The Quakers trounce Haverford, Brown IVY champions are next

BY HOWARD TOPEL

Penn's undefeated soccer team soundly defeated Haverford 5-0 Wednesday afternoon, setting the stage for Saturday's pivotal Ivy League encounter will start at 10:30 A.M. at Stewart Field.

In Wednesday's contest, Penn swarmed all over Haverford, undeniably registering a phenomenal total of 39 shots to a mere five for the Fords. The Quakers did everything here in a frustrating first half, until Ret...".

Penn added two insurance goals in the final stanza, the first coming at 10:40 of the period when Ken Rigden latched onto the ball following a scramble in front of the Haverford goal and pounded it home, and the second scored by Frasik Cobb with 2:40 left in the game. Cobb as he converted the rebound of a Roger Lorberbuech shot into a tally.

Throughout the afternoon, Haverford's effort was an inability to generate a sustained attack, prevented them from posting a single challenge to the high flying Quakers.

Brown figures to put more pressure than just a serious challenge for Penn. The Bruins have won four consecutive Ivy League games and have not lost a conference game since 1964, and undefeated squad covering 18 games.

The Bruins have shut out both opponents they have faced this year, topping Fairleigh-Dickinson 2-0 and evening their only 1666 season by routing Wesleyan 4-0.

According to coach, Cliff Stevenson, this year's version of the Brown Soccer Team presents, "the strongest nucleus Penn had in his eight seasons at Brown." At the center of this nucleus is Vic Dejong, a forward, who last year was recog-..."

Penn hosts Brown as Ivy campaign opens
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